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Introduction
All of us have witnessed a subtle transition in

recent years as corporations have moved from

proactive institutions where trends and decisions

were delivered from the top down to reactive

defendants commanded by their constituents. A

number of factors prompted this shift: Economic

instability shook the foundation of business prac-

tices; unscrupulous accounting precipitated

increased scrutiny and decreased public trust;

and new technologies altered the flow of infor-

mation in a way that empowers consumers and

opens the door for reputational disasters. But

technology’s relationship with business is a

dichotomous one: While it increases risk, it also

serves as a solution for measuring communica-

tions’ contribution to bottom-line results and for

taking preventative steps in reputation control.

This paper will make the case for adding new media-measurement technologies to every communications portfolio to meas-

ure risk, regain control of messaging, and develop communication strategies more effectively. We will first describe the cur-

rent business environment, then discuss measurement’s evolution alongside technological advances, argue the business

imperative for measuring media coverage, and highlight the most effective methods and tools for doing so. 

The Changing Environment for Business
In recent years, the business environment has transitioned into a more complex, global landscape, which affects organizational risks and goals

accordingly. In addition, widespread economic instability in all sectors has made the business backdrop a tumultuous one. Likewise, corporate fraud

and dishonest financial management in many corporations have prompted decreased trust and increased scrutiny by various constituents, including

consumers, investors and, in many cases, employees. For example, the 2006 Edelman Trust Barometer, perhaps the most optimistic poll we follow,

revealed that only 49 percent of American respondents have faith in corporate institutions. Harris Interactive’s 2007 Harris Poll reinforced this chron-

ic distrust, revealing that only 16 percent of respondents have a great deal of confidence in major companies.

What’s more, Hill & Knowlton’s “Return on Reputation: Reputation Watch 2006,” a global survey of financial analysts’ opinions on corporate repu-

tation management, made this proclamation: “Clearing the aftermath of a series of high-profile scandals that have irreversibly changed the corpo-

rate landscape, we now live in a business world where perception is valued as much as performance and profit.” This statement underscores the

changing role corporate communicators play in the organization, as their responsibilities directly link to corporate reputation and public perception

with a far greater impact than their marketing cousin.

About this white paper:

Dow Jones & Company commissioned Professor Paul Argenti of

Dartmouth’s Tuck School of Business to write a thought-provoking

article about the evolution of and best practices in media measure-

ment. A key driver of the growing importance of media measure-

ment is the increased number of C-level executives demanding

accountability from their communications departments. Without

using new media-intelligence technologies, it is impossible for pub-

lic relations or communications professionals to be truly account-

able, comprehensively monitor media coverage, or make fact-based

decisions regarding communications strategies. 

This white paper is intended to help communications professionals

understand how new media- intelligence technologies are changing

their roles. It also provides ideas about how media measurement

can be adopted to add more value going forward.

About Dow Jones

Dow Jones & Company (NYSE: DJ; dowjones.com) is a leading

provider of global business news and information services. Its

Consumer Media Group publishes The Wall Street Journal, Barron's,

MarketWatch and the Far Eastern Economic Review. Its Enterprise

Media Group includes Dow Jones Newswires, Factiva, Dow Jones

Client Solutions, Dow Jones Indexes and Dow Jones Financial

Information Services. Its Local Media Group operates community-

based information franchises. Dow Jones provides news content to

CNBC and radio stations in the U.S.
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Thus, while the unscrupulous actions of Enron and Arthur Andersen executives in 2002 may have kick-started a trend of widely analyzed corporate

malfeasance, these actions also serve as an impetus for addressing what is truly at stake for the communications function and the C-suite it serves. As

Enron’s collapse demonstrates, a faulty reputation destroys stakeholders’ goodwill towards a company far more quickly than branding challenges; this

business reality makes the case for increasing communications budgets to bolster reputation-building programs rather than solely relying on the mar-

keting department’s advertising and brand-building initiatives. "PR measurement drives the enhancement of marketing messages based on the mar-

ketplace's candid assessment of the product,” says Alan Scott, SVP and chief marketing officer of Dow Jones Enterprise Media Group.

The Hill & Knowlton “Reputation Watch” further supports this impetus for action. Its survey results reveal that:

• More than 90 percent of analysts agree that if a company fails to look after reputational aspects of its performance, it will ultimately

suffer financially too: 98 percent of surveyed analysts say this contributes to their assessment, while 93 percent cite transparent disclo-

sure and consistent communications with key stakeholders as key contributors. According to the survey report, “This clearly demon-

strates the absolute central importance of stakeholder management and communications to the modern company. It shows without

equivocation that good communications add value and poor communications destroy value.”

• Important non-financial elements that influence analysts include executing company strategy, transparent disclosure/strong governance,

plus clear and consistent communication with stakeholders. Branding, corporate culture, employee issues and social responsibility may

also contribute to their assessment but are less likely to lead to negative ratings.

The importance of a strong company strategy, message consistency, and transparency to all stakeholder groups is made dire by the transformation

of customers into proactive, high-impact constituents. In the past, most companies broadcast corporate messages to inform or persuade audiences.

Information was mostly pre-planned; it was designed and delivered to audiences through personal contacts, presentations, company visits and the

mass media. Today, various constituencies, competitors and the general public have greater access to information and to employees at all levels

within organizations. Technological advancements have empowered customers by accommodating real-time dialogue between companies and their

constituents and replacing unidirectional messages from faceless managers; this trend elevates PR/communications’ role in the organization based

on the function’s specialization in message dissemination in an uncontrolled environment.

Says Peter Verrengia, president of Communications Consulting Worldwide, a global business unit of Fleishman-Hillard: "PR people need to be care-

ful that they don't spend so much time defending the label of their activities that they miss an opportunity. Marketers have had the advantage in

the past, but the direct connection to the customer is no longer only in their province. The interactive PR professional has as direct a connection to

the customer - it's marketing in the uncontrolled environment."

Along with this more intimate connection with constituents comes a loss of control over message dissemination. The sheer number of communica-

tions channels – Web sites, blogs, social networking platforms, videos, Webcasts – complicates communicators’ roles in managing reputational risks

and rewards. The 24-hour news cycle and advanced communications channels enable the constant flow of information to all constituent groups,

and they empower consumers to publicly laud or denigrate business activities.

About Factiva

Factiva®, from Dow Jones, provides essential business news and

information together with the content delivery tools and services

that enable professionals to make better decisions faster. Factiva’s

unrivalled collection of more than 10,000 authoritative sources

includes the exclusive combination of The Wall Street Journal, the

Financial Times™, Dow Jones and Reuters newswires and the

Associated Press, as well as Reuters Fundamentals, and D&B compa-

ny profiles. 

Factiva’s innovative, XML-based and Web services-enabled technolo-

gy platform provides access to this rich content collection via

Factiva’s role-specific products or through customized enterprise,

group or personal solutions. Executives, information professionals,

marketers, salespeople, and other professionals can easily monitor

and understand the latest news, market trends, and business chal-

lenges relevant to them – directly from the Microsoft® Office and

job-specific applications they use every day. 

Ongoing, effective media analysis identifies opportunities and risks

if you are looking in the right place at the right time. To understand

the full context of issues driving your marketplace, organizations

need to analyze both traditional and social media coverage. Reports

from Factiva Insight, either online or off, distill millions of articles or

and blog postings down to strategic quantitative and qualitative

measures to help professionals stay ahead of the curve.
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“News travels very fast these days, so you need to be close with your network in order to get the right intelligence and then react to situations. You

can always make things better when bringing on new technology," Mike Davies, director of global communications at PricewaterhouseCoopers,

commented in an article on integration and new media in industry trade publication PR News. "Though it's not the answer, it is part of the solution.

You have to make the message worth hearing."

Southwest Airlines is an example of a company that consistently and effectively makes its reputation one that speaks volumes. For example, a

Southwest Airlines customer videotaped an employee who entertained passengers with a ukulele performance while they waited for their delayed

plane to board. So impressed with the Southwest employee’s commitment to satisfying customers, the passenger posted the video on YouTube.com,

underscoring the airline’s friendly corporate culture and reinforcing its reputation for top-notch customer service.

But social media is not always so kind to companies. AOL is just one of many organizations that found itself in the midst of a PR nightmare because

of the Internet’s viral capabilities. In AOL’s case, a dissatisfied customer called to cancel his subscription and was subsequently harassed on the

phone by the customer service representative. The customer subsequently posted an audio recording of the conversation online, and the negative

sentiments festered for weeks before AOL executives noticed it and addressed the problem.

Thus, technology has served as an impetus for organizations to begin thinking more strategically about communications, both in terms of develop-

ing strategies around implementation and of measuring the effectiveness of communications activities. Now corporate communicators represent a

very different strategic value in comparison to product brand strategies, given this changed business environment.

"The whole concept of enabling and empowering your organization to communicate with all constituencies - that's really what the new rules of

measurement are about," Scott says.

Looking through blinders and measuring based on simple communications outputs regardless of their placement or tonality is no longer an option;

meaningful analysis is now a matter of understanding technology’s communications implications, embracing its ability to push measurement efforts

to the next level, and evolving business practices alongside measurement and technology’s own evolutions.

The Evolution of Measurement
Just as technology has evolved to both challenge and strengthen the communications function, the art and science of media measurement has

undergone dramatic changes over time. While the measurement conversation has existed for more than a decade in corporate communications, the

aforementioned business hazards, coupled with the ongoing challenge of justifying communications’ worth in comparison with its marketing and

advertising cousins, strengthened the dialogue’s urgency in recent years.

Just as communications professionals take deliberate and aggressive steps to confront their enduring disadvantages “at the table,” C-suite execu-

tives have a growing interest in seeing the function’s contribution to the bottom line. In other words, senior executives have questions that have

long gone unanswered:

• How much value does communications add to the organization’s results?
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• How can you allocate your communications assets?

• How can you conduct communications risk management?

• How can communications at the corporate level be better structured and integrated with other business functions like marketing, sales,

legal affairs and corporate development?

Ironically, these are questions that, in many ways, senior executives answer themselves: Numerous studies have shown the C-suite’s acknowledge-

ment of measurement’s importance to management. For example, according to a recent Gallup Poll, executives spend 24 percent of their time on

“plan measurement and monitoring,” second only to “strategic thinking/planning.” Board directors and CEOs are more likely than other profession-

als to say that “measurement is an integral part of PR.” Plus, industry trade publication PR Week reports that nearly 60 percent of companies with

formal measurement tools in place created them at the request of senior management.

These statistics are suggestive of the pressures felt by communications professionals to evaluate their value in relation to the bottom line and to

establish benchmarks for the function. This is not a new or recently discovered evaluation process, as measurement’s linear history is only indicative

of the underlying needs that have guided its development over time; rather, it is a process that has been both necessitated and abetted by 

technological advances.

Measurement as a function of communications exists to meet demands from CEOs and other senior managers, to justify communications budgets and to devel-

op more effective communications strategies that can be applied across all C-level functions to prompt better business outcomes.As a result, measurement has
4
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evolved along a continuum (see exhibit 1), where each stage of development improved as practitioners built upon the previous capabilities.

Originally, communications executives used raw data to measure the output of their activities in the form of column inches or media impressions.

While this “counting” incarnation of measurement was a good first step, it did not offer any clues to the effectiveness of each impression or column

inch – in other words, it didn’t offer an understanding of how activities influence audience attitudes or consumer behaviors. The subsequent “analy-

sis” stage of measurement made strides in achieving this evasive goal, and it is currently where most communicators’ capabilities lay.

However, the future of communications measurement holds the key to linking communications activities to business outcomes such as revenue,

earnings and market share, as well as enabling the monitoring of both reputational risks and opportunities. The industry’s only failure is the inability

to use existing data that most companies already have in their research arsenals to establish this link and to take preventative steps in reputation

control. Just as technology presents challenges to the communications industry based on the control it takes away and places in the hands of con-

sumers, it also opens the door for meaningful media analysis.

The Measurement Revolution
The case for measurement has been made manifold; now we must accept that meaningful analysis is virtually impossible without technology tools.

The explosion of new media vehicles has prompted an information overload among communications departments charged with monitoring their

organizations’ media coverage. This glut of information is a limiting factor when it comes to meaningful analysis, as important content is easily lost

among the millions of blogs and other news outlets. While coverage from high-profile news sources often rises to the top, the consumer-generated-

media phenomenon has made the candid content on blogs and social sites all the more relevant and high-impact. Thus, advances in technology

prompt the need for further advances, this time to capacitate the analysis of more voluminous data to tame information overload.

Such enabling technology is inching its way into the communications landscape, offering more sophisticated and nuanced monitoring services that

can identify the mention of a company based on individually selected search terms; analyze the tone and context of the resulting hits; and even

suggest additional search terms that appear consistently alongside requested information and imply the potential importance of an unforeseen

issue. Among the new analysis tools is text mining, which, according to a Dow Jones white paper, is “a powerful way to detect the complex signals

of emerging reputation trends over billions of pieces of information.” In the white paper “Boiled Frogs and Your Organization’s Reputation:

Visualizing Emerging Opportunities and Threats to Reputation through Text Mining,” text mining is likened to the data mining of internal customer

information that many marketing and communications professionals use to identify purchasing trends. However, when applied to the mass of data

available on Web pages, blogs and other news platforms, the tool looks at natural language, identifies patterns and trends, measures differences in

words and phrases that have the most impact on an individual organization, and thus tracks public opinion and reputation.

“Fundamentally, a few things converge to create a state-of-the-art tool: At the basic level, it’s access to the right content sources. Secondly, it is

access to blogs, discussion boards, NGO sites and similar kinds of new media, so you can monitor threads,” says David Scott, Communications

Strategist, Freshspot Marketing. “Because that’s such a mammoth amount of information, the technologies to apply are text mining, which creates

algorithms to look for words in proximity to company and brand.”
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Not all content sources and communications channels are equally valuable to all organizations’ needs. However, the measurement revolution and its

related services do not stop with a one-size-fits-all approach. On the contrary, rapid advancements enable companies and service providers to cus-

tomize measurement strategies and techniques to meet their individual needs, be it measurement of a past campaign’s effectiveness or analysis of a

reputation issue that is germinating in the blogosphere.

The application of new technologies to reputation management and measurement practices has advanced media measurement capabilities. For

example the science of text mining has become a lynchpin of programs such as Factiva Insight from Dow Jones, which mines millions of pages to

identify and control opportunities and threats to organizations, as well as to monitor complex messages across brands, timeframes and media types.

But beyond text mining, which, as a technology, takes a preliminary step in establishing causation and connecting communications activities to bot-

tom-line business results, visualization features can now map retrieved data to paint a compelling picture. Graphs that often accompany measure-

ment dashboards can be presented to senior management to highlight changes in key issues, compare the organization to its competitors, or simply

demonstrate a tangible return on ongoing campaign measurement, reputation-building and reputation risk-analysis.

More specifically, these tools allow companies to monitor the massive new-media universe on a near-real-time basis. Enabled by the 24/7 news

cycle – the very thing that challenges so many communicators – media measurement tools can spot conversations as they percolate in chat rooms

and on blogs. For companies that monitor these conversations, swift action can be taken to halt – or at least slow – the spread of reputation-dam-

aging commentary.

Take Sony, for example. In 2005, the corporate behemoth’s BMG Music Entertainment division installed digital rights management (DRM) technolo-

gy on its CDs without any notification to users. The technology automatically installed a “rootkit” program that embedded the DRM software into

consumers’ hard drives and subsequently exposed users’ computers to security vulnerabilities, hackers and the compromising of confidential data.

When Sony’s use of hidden software became public, the company endured a maelstrom of criticism: It was forced to recall millions of CDs, execu-

tives were forced to make a humiliating public apology, the company faced a battery of lawsuits and the brand suffered accordingly.

This example is relevant to our discussion for one key reason: Conversations regarding the destructive software percolated on blogs and message

boards long before the issue was picked up by mainstream media. After all, social media and online communications platforms are particularly

endemic to Sony’s audience, which is largely technologically savvy and participates in online discussions. Had the executives been aware of this ten-

dency, they could have spotted the problem early and taken preemptive action to control messaging. Had the communications team used media

monitoring services to measure the impact or contamination level of key discussions that were previously below the threshold of accessibility, and

had the company taken action based on the intelligence provided by the tool, the problem surely would have simmered, but it may not have

reached the boiling point that proved to be so destructive.

This is not the only example of relevant social media faux pas. In another well-known debacle, the company at fault wasn’t in hot water for a failure

to monitor the Web for reputation-harming information; rather, it became its own reputation destroyer by using the blogosphere in a very manipula-

tive, dishonest way. In late 2006, retail behemoth Wal-Mart created a social media sensation with its “Wal-Marting Across America” blog, which

chronicled the alleged journey of two Wal-Mart devotees as they visited stores around the country. It was a folksy, grassroots marketing effort that
6



generated a lot of positive buzz – until it was unmasked as a fake created by Wal-Mart’s PR agency, Edelman.

Needless to say, the revelation was not well-received by the public. Even more unsettling was the underlying irony: Edelman executives were instru-

mental in writing the Word of Mouth Marketing Association’s code of ethics, which states, “Honesty of identity: You never obscure your identity.”

Caught doing just that, Edelman and Wal-Mart executives were left to clean up a mess that spread throughout the blogosphere like wildfire.

Had they employed the use of media monitoring and measurement tools, executives would have been able to identify the moment their misstep

was realized, and they could have taken more aggressive action to get out in front of the issue, underscore their now-questionable commitment to

transparency, and move on. (This is all assuming that the decision to create a false blog was already in place; this marketing tactic is not in line with

communications best practices. Media monitoring and strategic action based on measurement could not have corrected the mistake, but it would

have provided insight into mitigating the crisis.)

The Future of Media Measurement
New media-measurement tools coupled with the ever-growing need for reputation management and control in this uncontrollable environment

facilitate effective media measurement, and they fuel the future of nuanced and individualized measurement practices and consulting services –

that is, finally establishing causation and connecting communications activities to bottom-line business results. The previously unabridged gap

between these communications activities and business outcomes is now commutable because of sophisticated statistical analyses that involve col-

lecting, evaluating and drawing conclusions from data. New solutions use existing measurement data that most companies own and that already

has a variety of uses in the business world.

• Measuring quality – as GE does through its statistics-based Six Sigma program, which has saved the company billions of dollars;

• Mitigating risks – as investment managers do when they use statistical analysis to diversify clients’ investment portfolios  

• Predicting customer behavior – as the pharmaceutical industry does when it uses statistical analysis to demonstrate the effect of

spending on direct-to-consumer advertising on sales 

In addition to advances made possible by the aforementioned media measurement tools, revolutionary measurement solutions being developed by

specialized agencies take that data and reapply a statistical model to other company-owned data and then identify the causal relationships

between communications activities and business value – in other words, they allow communications professionals to speak in the language best

understood by the C-suite: numbers.

The analysis of outcomes based on key performance indicators provide corporate communications executives with an ongoing set of numbers that

they can use to predict how their activities relate to bottom-line results, to develop more coherent and business-oriented strategies, and, as a result,

initiate more meaningful relationships with their CEOs and CFOs. The key to making this possible is the ability to measure intangible assets, or non-

accounting, non-financial drivers that authors Jonathan Low and Pam Cohen Kalafut call companies’ “invisible advantage.” Examples of these

“invisible advantages” include people, ideas, relationships, systems, research and development investments, brand management and, of course,

communications.
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The value of intangible assets to a company’s bottom-line has long been established by industry leaders. According to one study, the percentage of

the S&P 500 companies’ value attributable to intangibles grew from 40 percent to 84 percent between 1982 and 1999. In their book Unseen

Wealth, Margaret M. Blair and Steve M. Wallman state that 80 percent of corporate value is created by intangibles, rather than tangible assets such

as property, plant and equipment. Thus, while the exact number is debatable, it is safe to say that a high percentage of corporate value is created by

these intangible assets, and companies must leverage them in the face of globalization, deregulation and advancing information technology if they

want to succeed in this increasingly competitive business environment.

Conclusion
Coupling these new media-measurement capabilities, which are made possible by technology and consulting services, with a connection to business

value will push the corporate communications function to a new level of strategic value. Once senior managers across all functions realize the true

value that corporate communications brings to the table, it will emerge as a key player in the development and implementation of strategy. New

technologies offer both a look back at the effectiveness of various communications activities and forward by predicting future outcomes based on

readily available data. In addition, executives will have the ability to see trends based on actual data rather than soothsayers, trend spotters and

spin-doctors. We believe that technology-based measurement solutions currently offered through innovative vendors will not only offer communica-

tors a seat at the table with other senior managers, but will also revolutionize the communications industry in years to come.
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